Abstract. In ambient environments, new security challenges that are not adequately addressed by existing security models appear. In such context, intelligent communication devices participate to spontaneous and self-organized networks where unexpected interactions with unknown devices take plcice. Without centralized organization, security turns in a risk management problem. In this paper we propose and analyze a computational model of trust that captures trust dynamics of the human society. In our model, past experiences and recommendations ai'e aggregated in the notion of history of past interactions which axe protected by cryptographic material. To avoid the trust dissemination, each entity is viewed as an autonomous device and a trust level is computed based only upon selfish evaluation of common trustworthy nodes. Our proposal reduces the complexity of the decision-making process by providing proved data that can be the foundation of the final decision. The proposed trust model is described together with an overview of the cryptographic protocol and its security analysis. The trust function is analyzed through intensive simulations depending on the impact of the chosen parameters of the trust evaluation and on the dynamics of the studied groups.
Introduction
Nowadays, smart devices such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants and the like, act in a more and more ubiquitous environment. Their wireless communications capabilities grow up very quickly like their computing capacities. New types of services come out from dynamic groups of objects which can act together cooperatively facing various interaction contexts.
Smart communications objects belong to group with long term relations of size scaling from very few (objects belonging to unique person), to hundred of devices. Those objects hosted by people are organized in a social group with common rules. Those communication devices participate to spontaneous and self-organized networks with encountered other mobiles devices and with an always more and more intelligent environment. Contexts of interaction range from access to authenticated servers to unexpected interactions with unknown devices.
Such an environment introduces new security challenges that are not adequately addressed by existing security models. Without centralized organization, security turns in a risk management problem where specific trust model and associated cryptographic techniques are required. Each device needs to carry self-contained information and methods to be able to make fully autonomous trust decisions.
In himian interaction, trust is a continuous variable that is compared to the aim of the interaction to evaluate the risk of the operation. Our computational model of trust captures trust dynamics of the human society. As mentioned in [6] , trust is subjective and individual as suggested according to Gambetta's definition [9] : ''Trust is the subjective probability by which an individual, Alice, expects that another individual. Bob, performs a given action on which its welfare depends". Trust also depends on stable groups such as family, friends or colleagues at work defining subjective trusted communities.
The aim of this paper is to describe and analyze a complete trust model dedicated to smart mobile communicating devices. Our proposal holds all the desired properties for a distributed trust framework. First of all, the proposed framework derives from human social system in order to be socially accepted. Human evaluation of trust is a complex system and is difficult to mimic in a computational model. Therefore, we know that this evaluation is a combination of past experiences and external information that can be simplified as recommendation information. Human evaluation of trust is also depending on the context of interaction.
In our trust model, past experiences and recommendations are aggregated in the notion of history of past interactions (as proposed in [6] ) which are protected by cryptographic material. Context may be derived by collecting past history of objects in the environment. In our model, the acting peer tries to forge a direct experience with the target party using the content of their own histories. We avoid the trust dissemination, each entity is viewed as an autonomous device and the trust evaluation is based only upon selfish evaluation of common trustworthy nodes. The trust level is then computed only after successful transactions corresponding with a positive reputation mechanism as described in [18] . Our proposal reduces the complexity of the decision-making process by providing proved data that can be the foundation of the final decision.
Besides already presented properties, our trust model is highly adaptable and parameters can be set to correspond to various model of communities, each with its own trust policy. Our model is also robust to classical security attacks like Sybil and man in the middle attacks. And last, our proposal can be fitted in a light weight decision module, both in term of required computing capability and bandwidth requirement. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents relevant approaches concerning trust and trust management framework. Section 3 specifies the proposed history based trust approach and provides an overview of our protocol (already described in [8] ) with a dedicated security analysis. Section 4 gives the trust metric and explains the impact of the parameters associated with the metric. Section 5 shows using intensive simulations the effect of the parameters on the dynamics of groups using our model.
Related Work
According to [18] , trust management systems are classified into three categories: credential and policy-based trust management, reputation-based trust management, and social network-based trust management. This approach depends on the way trust relationships between nodes are established and evaluated. In credential and policy-based trust management system [2] [3] [4] , a node uses credential verification to establish a trust relationship with other nodes. The concept of trust management is hmited to verifying credentials and restricting access to resources according to application-defined pohcies: they aim to enable access control [10] . A resource-owner provides a requesting node access to a restricted resource only if it can verify the credentials of the requesting node either directly or through a web of trust [11] . This is useful by itself only for those appHcations that assume implicit trust in the resource owner. Since these policy-based access control trust mechanisms do not incorporate the need of the requesting peer to establish trust in the resource-owner, they by themselves do not provide a complete generic trust management solution for all decentralized applications. Reputation-based trust management systems on the other hand provide a mechanism by which a node requesting a resource may evaluate its trust in the reliability of the resource and the node providing the resource. Trust value assigned to a trust relationship is a function of the combination of the nodes global reputation and the evaluating nodes perception of that node. The third kind of trust management systems, in addition, utilize social relationships between nodes when computing trust and reputation values. In particular, they analyze the social network which represents the relationships existing within a community and they form conclusions about nodes reputations based on different aspects of the social network. Examples of such trust management systems include Regret [16, 17] that identifies groups using the social network, and NodeRanking [14] that identifies experts using the social network.
Ambient networks are environments where only a distributed reputation system is allowed [13] : there is neither centralized functions nor central location for submitting the ratings or for obtaining the reputation scores of nodes. Each participant simply records his opinion deduced from his own experience about another party. A node, in order to protect itself from potential malicious nodes, trusts only information which is obtained locally: a communication protocol allows all participants to obtain ratings from each other. The reputation of a target party is computed by a specific agent with the help of requested ratings and possibly from other sources of information. Of course, proper experiences with a target party carry a weight higher than the received ratings. But it is not always the case and the main difficulty is thus to find the distributed stores which deliver these specific ratings considering that the trust data is disseminated in numerous stores. Nevertheless, this information is easily provided on request for a relying party.
3 Our trust management framework
Our model
General Overview Current trust management systems suppose that most of the encountered terminals are honest so that the number of malicious information is not enough important to mislead the trust decision process. If this assumption is true in some general context, it does no longer hold for personal communicating devices in ambient and intelligent environment. Except in the case of direct interactions between each mobile device such as in personal experiences, all knowledge comes from uncertified devices. Moreover, the availability of this information is limited because of the restricted size of storage of these mobiles.
Our trust management framework is thus designed for decentralized environment where only partial information is available. Trust is evaluated and derived from the following types of information: past personal experiences, encountered device recommendations, and contextual information such as the moment and the place where the interaction takes place. A history based approach (as in [6, 12] ) is used in combination with some cryptographic materials: in case of a successful interaction, each involved node stores a history element signed by both parties. The number of interactions with a node called intensity of interaction, is also stored. The semantics of a history element is important but this is out of the scope of this paper (see [8] ). Each node also carries a blacklist w^hich takes into account the untrustworthy nodes. This situation may occur because these nodes were dishonest during several interactions or the service did not repeatedly proceed properly. The full management policy of this blacklist is also out of the scope of this paper.
Thus, a history implies that trust decision process is based on the validity of exchanged information since it not only relies on the honesty of the transmitted information, but also it depends on fully certified data: the mobiles are thus incited to be honest regarding transmitted information. In the case of multiple interactions with the same node, the device has to keep only the last proof of interaction to lower the volume of recorded data and the computing overhead.
To sum up our proposition, a node A evaluates the trustworthiness in a node B using only local information: its history HA^ the intensity IA{B) of the relation with J5, its own blacklist BLA^ and the history HB transmitted by B. With the help of cryptographic algorithms (see section 3.2), node A can check the validity of any history element in HB as soon as it has the knowledge of the public identity of the involved nodes. As explained later, the verification is restricted to HA H HB which corresponds to the known common devices between A and B, Conserve a history element relating A and B means node A recommends node B but unlike classical recommendation framework, this assumption can be verified.
The lifetime approach
In an environment where exists neither a central regulating entity nor authorizing accreditations or the revocation of objects, a possibility is to let make time: the data elements are automatically revoked after their lifespans expire [15] . A temporal semantics can easily be added to a history element if both nodes agree on a creation and an expiration date. This information is simply concatenated with existent data before the signature. Nevertheless, nothing guarantees that the both entities will choose correct values for this information: the reality may be different (dishonest nodes or malfunction). But there is no real benefit to cheat on these values. Indeed, each entity may filter a received history element according to its local trust pohcy: an element can be rejected if its creation date is too old, its validity period is considered to be abnormally long although being still valid or if its lifespan is of course expired. No information having an infinite lifespan in the system is guaranteed by this tiniest amp.
Identity and impregnation
It is of course impossible in absolute to avoid the compromise of a node either by a technical action (hacking) or by a social engineering attack (stealing of password, ...). Consequently, an attacker who compromises a mobile has a direct access on the history elements present on this device. This problem is addressed in our model through the impregnation of a device with an identity.
Identity is set at the birth of the mobile device and is the result of a collaboration between the node (or the owner) and a special device called imprinting station. Although this imprinting station implements the trust model but it is not certified by any authority. Each imprinting station defines a domain of security which corresponds to a dedicated social group. A domain may contain a large group of mobile devices or just a single smart mobile device embedding its own imprinting station.
At the end, a node A can easily check that an encounter B either belong to the same community or not by verifying their respective imprinted signatures. Then, we could define the C{A^ B) parameter w4iich is a Boolean value assigned to true if and only if A and B belong to the same community. We call this value the community parameter. Depending of the social model underlying a community, this parameters can be included or not in the trust function.
To mitigate the impact of compromised nodes, the identity has also a lifespan. Before its expiration time, a node needs to be re-initiated by its imprinting station in order to update its new identity hfespan. A cryptographic link is created between two consecutive identities IDi and ID2 (as explained in the section 3.2). While there exists some elements that are non expired or signed with the older identity, this identity is yet presented to check previous history elements. The new identity is used to sign new history elements.
A detailed approach of our protocol
An entity of our model is equipped at least with a cryptographic package what will make it compatible de facto with any other entity of our model, i.e. other objects which implicitly accept the model. When an object received this package and the initial parameters, it can then initiate sessions of communication by the means of the CHE protocol (detailed in [8] ). If a session is accepted, the two involved nodes estimate, considering their security pohcies, that they can trust each other during this interaction.
Starting from an empty history, a node records all the successful interactions made with other nodes in order to support the future spontaneous interactions. To prove the past interactions, it creates with each met node an element of history related to their respective identities and signed by the two parts. Before any interactions, nodes must build a trust germ^ by counting the number of common nodes they have in their history, or by manually forcing the relation: this is the bootstrap phase of our model. If the number of common interactions is sufficient (greater than a threshold p which is a function of the size n of the community and the maximum size H^nax of the history), they can then interact.
The initial seed of trust Each device receives an initial trust germ from its imprinting station. It is composed by the following information: an identifier
IDu chosen by the device owner (eMail address or IP address or just a simple name or pseudonym) supposed to be unique within the security domain built by this imprinting station, an identity which is obtained from this identifier by concatenating it with a date d and a lifespan T (ID = IDu\\d\\T)^ a first pair of private/pubhc key (5ID,QID) for cipher operations, a second pair of keys (^i^, QiY)) for the signature and a set representing all the public parameters of the elliptic curves required along computations:
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where: a and b are the parameters of a particular elliptic curve y^ = x^ -\-ax + b on Fp-, P, a particular point of this curve of prime order q; h, the cofactor defined ash = ^E{¥p)/q; Gi, is a first additive cyclic group of prime order q built using the P point; G2, a multiplicative cyclic group of the same order; e, a bi-linear pairing from d x d to G2; Hi : {0,1}* -> Gl and H2 : G2 -^ {0,1}^, two map-to-point hash functions required for the Boneh-Fi^anklin's Identity Based Encryption (BF-IBE) (see [5] for more details); and H[ : {0,1}* x Gi -> d and H2 : {0,1}* x Gi -> Z^, two hash functions required for the Chen-ZhangKim IBS signature scheme (CZK-IBS) (see [7] for more details). Notice that the node public keys are directly derived from their identities due to the use of Identity-Based cryptosystems.
Another important point is that each smart device shares the same follow^ing cryptographic algorithms and protocols downloaded from the imprinting station: a fingerprint algorithm, a signature algorithm, a zero-knowledge protocol, a protocol to construct secure channel and the public parameters.
i?-va.lues are the domain identifier values provided to each node imprinted by the same imprinting station. Every imprinting station possesses the same i7-values except Ppuh.n = ^P varying along the parameter 5, the master key of a station. This value depends on each station and must be absolutely kept secret by it. None of these imprinting stations is supposed to be certified by any authority. Moreover, an independent mobile imprinting itself may be its own standalone security domain. The only values that each smart device has to keep secret is 5ID and S §^ as usually in cryptosystems.
Notice that if a first identity is IDi = (IDa||(ii||Ti) where ID^ represents the name or a pseudonym, di a date and Ti a lifespan, this identity allows to generate the first corresponding key pairs. Then, the updated identity ID2 is equal to ID2 -((ID^i|d2||T2)||MAC((IDi||ID^J|d2||T2),Ppu6,r2)) where ^2 represents a second date, T2 another lifespan and MAC is a MAC algorithm. And so on, the next identities are created using the same operations, generating a MAC chain.
The reciprocal trust Once the initialization phase is done, a node may interact with other nodes without any contacts with its imprinting station. This forms a second phase in the protocol.
The first step of our protocol supposes that both entities AUce and Bob have already interacted at least once and have built a trust bond: this is a message JJI signed by Bob that Alice publishes in the public part of her history (m, sigriBim)) while Bob publishes (m, signAifn)) in its own history. This The second step of our protocol describes a trust bond establishment using history contents between two entities (here Alice and Charlie) that have never met. Thus, when Alice meets Charlie for the first time, they exchange the concatenation of all the public keys QID contained in their history. Once this first exchange carried out, Alice and Charlie realize that they have both met before Bob and want to mutually prove this common meeting. Charlie, first, proves to Alice that Bob trusts him using the message m'. Alice could verify the contents of m' because she knows Bob's public keys from her own previous meeting. did you meet Bob before ?
A.
^ \j {m',sign^sirn'))
A< -^ verifies rn'
The reciprocal process will be then repeated by Alice.
Security analysis
Security requirements The following traditional cryptographic properties are guaranteed by our protocol: an offline authentication (users performs each other a weak authentication using the IBE scheme and as Charlie knows the Bob's public keys, he could authenticate his signature), integrity is guaranteed by the hash function used in the IBS scheme as in the classical case of a certificate, confidentiality is guaranteed by the use of the cryptographic IDs. Those IDs also permit to guarantee that the first phase of our protocol was correctly done. The secure channel built at the beginning of the exchange in the first phase also prevents a man-in-the-middle attack.
The user could preserve its anonymity because he is free to choose his own pseudonyms according the context and could have several pseudonyms distributed by different imprinting stations. Those pseudonyms are certified through the used identity-based schemes and they preserve the real identity of their owner, even if his meetings when he acts in the network are known with other peers with pseudonyms. Moreover, each identity defines its own history and all the pseudonyms are certified, thus tackling "Sybil attacks". Our model also guarantees the non-repudiation: each user is preventing from denying previous meetings or actions. Revocation is also possible using the timestamp linked with an ID and included in the key pairs (as previously described in 3.2).
Classical attacks As mentioned in [8] and due to the use of the IBE-scheme, the well known key escrow drawback is inherently present in our protocol. We then suppose that all the imprinting stations must be trusted entities. Otherwise, they can read and send messages instead of nodes. However, the signature scheme used here prevents such an attack from happening because the signature key pair generated is unknown from the imprinting station.
Our trust management framework is a cross-domain protocol: two nodes, not belonging to the same domain (or to the same imprinting station) could nevertheless interact by comparing the contents of their respective histories once they exchange the public key of their security domains (we suppose here that all the other parameters are the same).
Our protocol also guarantees the non-transferability of the history because only the knowledge of the secret keys allows to use the content of the history (the secure channel initially built prevents the use of the history elements). Then, stolen identities or pseudonyms or histories could not be useful.
Sybil-like attacks A node or a user could using our protocol forges several identities or pseudonyms from the same or different imprinting stations and then uses them in Sybil-like attacks. However, in our model, one identity or pseudonym could only be linked with a particular history.
For example, suppose that an attacker (Eve) wants to attack a single entity Alice, then she creates first several pseudonyms S'l,---,Sn' Alice asks her a particular service, they realize that they have enough common history elements to interact. Suppose now that Eve does not provide the corresponding service to Alice with her ^i pseudonym, Alice then decides to blacklist the Si Eve's pseudonym. So, Eve must use an other pseudonym, ^2 for example, if she wants to interact and attack Alice again. To manage this operation, she must build an other time a sufficient number of history elements common with Alice. Even if, she knows the pseudonyms of nodes to meet again with her second pseudonym, she must play an active and positive role inside the "AHce's friends". The attack using several pseudonyms is then very expensive in our case and requires lots of social engineering.
Clone attacks As mentioned in [8] , a major attack against our model is the clone one where Alice clones herself with some other terminals. Those clones with exactly the same keys could build a very strong history and have lots of recorded elements and could interact more easily than the others. Therefore, Alice cloned devices could be carried by different persons visiting different places in order to have different histories. This is not considered by us as a major risk since it is a social engineering attack which is difficult to conduct as well as difficult to surround by cryptographic methods.
General Context of our analysis
Having presented the basic block of our trust management framework and having discussed its security requirements, we then describe the general context of our framework main processes: how a node A really computes the trust value concerning the node J3, supposing that the node A is the service provider -the trusty -whereas the node B is the trustor.
First, we give a general overview of our notations and then we introduce a function which rates the trustfulness between each node.
General context
For sake of simplicity, we consider a unique community which is characterized by its size n. The community dynamics depends of the interaction rate of each individual node, i.e. the average number of interactions by unit of time. The other parameters are Hmax the maximal size of a history which is the same for all nodes and BLmax the maximal size of the blackUst which is also the same for all nodes. The node A stores its trusted nodes in its history HA and reciprocally, it stores untrustworthy nodes in its blackhst BLA-Hence, to a trusted node B corresponds an element hA{B) in the history HA-In addition, each element is tagged with two fields: the first one, denoted by IA{B)^ represents the intensity of the relation with B^ the second, denoted by UA{B)^ represents the utility of B, i.e. the usefulness of the node B with respect to the node A. This last notion is related to the number of times this element contributes in the computation of common elements.
In a more general framework, with diff"erent communities, trust policy could be diff"erent according to either an interaction takes place with a member of its community or not, taking into account the C{A, B) community parameter. More deeply, the internal structure of a community could also modify the trust policy: for instance, through the social degree of the community, initial trust may be total: each node is valid and active in the community (for example for objects belonging to a same family). On the contrary, the initial trust may be partial or even non-existent if the social degree of these communities is loose (for example for objects belonging to members of a national sporting federation with several thousand of members). In this case, the weight given to the community parameter could no more be the same and the behavior of a mobile in such a community depends essentially of its own experiences through its history.
Trust function
Direct trust value We first introduce the main element of our trust fimction. Suppose now that A and B are two nodes belonging or not to the same community. The main element of trust in our model is the threshold of common history elements. To compute this value, we need to introduce the direct trust value:
where a varies in the interval [0, 1] . This coefficient indicates the weight of the number of common elements \HA n HB\ versus the number of untrustworthy nodes of A that B considers trustfulness. This value obviously admits negative value for some values of \BLA n HB\, but we consider that if its value exceeds a positive threshold p, then the associated value T{A,B), representing the direct trust level, is equal to one, otherwise it is equal to 0. The parameter p defines thus the threshold for a direct trust.
General trust function A trust value is also context-dependent, so we need to combine the direct trust value with other values given by the context of the interaction, limited here to the intensity of the relation between the two involved nodes and to the community parameter. We then compute the general trust function about the node B viewed by the node A using the following formula: The /5, 7 and S values represent the weights of each parameter we want to take into account. They depend on the local trust policy of the node. For example, a node will prefer, if it has never met a node C (then, the corresponding IA{C) value is equal to 0), to take into account the number of encountered nodes represented by the 0 parameter than the community one (they belong to the same tennis club). More precisely, the S parameter represents the degree of structure of a community and will depend on the type of the community.
Experiments and Simulation results
We aim here to propose a set of rules for the management of a group by evaluating the various parameters in order to make the mobiles as autonomous as possible: we seek for instance to lower the duration from which the dynamic process takes the top compared to the bootstrap phase (Fig. 1) by adjusting the different parameters (the maximum history size Hmax > the metric threshold p,...).
In this section, the presented simulations only compute the d{A^ B) parameter, the most important one, considering the other ones as some bonus of interactions. An evaluation including the blacklist process efect is also presented. Let us recall also that two nodes having interacted jointly several times keep only one element of history: this element is updated each time as necessary. For needs of the performed simulations, two types of network were considered: the first type was built upon a uniform random distribution which selects the pairs of interacting nodes, while for the second type, the pairs of nodes are picked with respect to a power law distribution.
The bootstrap phase The bootstrap phase of a node is very important in our proposition and requires the intervention of its owner. At initial step, the history of the node A is empty of trusted elements. And thus, the metric above is useless since no terms can be evaluate. Hence, each trusted element hA{B) (resp. each blacklisted element B) which is added by the user in the history (resp. in the blacklist) of A has a great impact in the dynamics of this node.
It is also important to notice that this phase implicitly has an impact on the defense mechanism of a group: a group may protect itself by imposing a strong social activity to users belonging to another groups. A malevolent user which has compromised an object, must act inside the group in order to avoid losing the benefit of his situation. The situation is quite the same for a benevolent user who leaves for a long time his group: if he does not anymore maintain his relations and wants to be reintegrated, he must undertake one more time the bootstrap phase. This fact can be seen as a disadvantage of our protocol, nevertheless, initiate a bootstrap phase is easier for an authorized user than for an attacker. Eviction policy of the history A major element of the policy management of a community is the rule to apply for incorporating a new element in a saturated history. Indeed, the size of the history is necessarily limited for a mobile with small resources. We plan here to set up two modes of replacement. The first mode, which is denoted by FIFO (First In, First Out), removes the oldest element out of a considered node history: the first withdrawn element has the oldest date. Such a policy allows thus to make disappear the mobiles which are no longer active in the community. The second mode, which is denoted by LFU (Least Frequently Used), withdraws the useless elements which appear in the computation of common elements. To measure the importance of each history element, we take into account the number of times this element is used to compute the number of common elements: each common element between the two parts i and j is credited with one point, this corresponds to the value Ui(j) that represents the utility of an element. A history element having the lowest points account is purged and replaced by the partner of the interaction if the current interaction succeeds. We focus on the study of the probability that two distinct nodes have a sufficient number of common elements in their respective histories at time t. This probability is:
with n{n -l)/2 corresponding to the total number of distinct nodes pairs and T{i^j) is the Boolean value previously defined without taking into account the blackhst process.
FIFO vs LFU with Power Law Distribution LFU-lc=25 FIFO-k=25 LFU-k=13 FIFO-k= 13 Fig. 2 . Evolution of the P probability during time t for several k values (history size) according the eviction mode used (LFU or FIFO). Threshold: p -3 for n -100 nodes).
We have also computed such a probability by using the birthday paradox for several values of Hmax ranging from 0,5 x n/ln(n) to 1,2 x n/ln(n), whereas the threshold p ranging from 0,5 x ^/llJ]Ii{n) to 1,5 x y/n/\n{n). On the one hand, a quick analysis shows that the obtained computation results are not really different as well as the case of a random distribution as the case of a power law distribution (however, with a light profit for this last). On the other hand, there is a great difference in behavior of the model according to the mode of replacement used (LFU or FIFO) as shown in Figure 2 .
In conclusion, this analysis shows as results that the LFU mode is more efficient to keep the cohesion of a regular interacting nodes group than the FIFO mode. Indeed, the FIFO policy does not take into account the importance of the history elements. On the contrary, if we only keep the most active and useful elements, the chances to find them in other histories are increased. Their number is thus often greater than the threshold p. In consequence, the choice of an eviction policy is very clear: the LFU mode using the Ui{j) value is opted. In addition, fixing a threshold at 3 or 4 is reasonable for communities of 100 or 200 nodes. Beyond, the protocol would require too many user interventions to be viable. Another information from this analysis is the choice of a power law distribution versus a uniform random distribution to describe the behavior of the nodes activities in the community is negligible.
Impact of blacklist
As we announced in the description of the model, the use of a blacklist is highl}^ desirable. In a fully distributed environment, adding a node in a blacklist is the only possible sanction if its behavior is considered to be incorrect. It corresponds to a perfectly identified social behavior. In a risk evaluation approach, it can appear logical to penalize the nodes which present recommendation coming from nodes which are blacklisted.
The disadvantage of the blacklist policy is to prohibit some interaction with honest nodes only because some element of their history have been locally blacklisted. There is thus a balance to find between a very strict policy which will have a very negative impact on the whole of the community and permissive policy which will imply a too important taking risk. The figure 3 shows evolution of the overall trust along the time for a 25-nodes community. We observe that as the coefficient a decreases as does overall trust. Such a behavior is what expected. This observation could be extended for all values of a: for its small values, the dynamics of the system is stopped due to the higher importance of blacklisted elements than common elements in the history of each node. In contrast, for values around one, the dynamics of the system is not impacted by the presence of these blacklisted elements.
context awareness As we announced at the beginning of this paper, our model allows the introduction of context awareness evaluation. A node A can carry out easily a passive listening of the elements of the histories Hs and He exchanged by two nodes which apply our protocol in its radio range. The node can compute the cardinality of both HA n HB and HA H HC> By carrying out regular listening, the node can evaluate the social situation in which it is embedded. If the cardinality of intersected histories is always high the node could consider that it acts in a well known environment and may adapt its security policy to this context. The use of our protocol confers on the model two major advantages. First of all, context awareness evaluation is made of data that can by checked cryptographically. Secondly, with only some listening nodes obtain a large list of history elements what enables us to acquire this information very quickly. This second point is important to reduce the cost of such a Usting and of the evaluation process.
Let us consider a node A belonging to a community C and 3 contexts where the proportion of C nodes surrounding A are respectively 80%, 50% and 10%. The objective of a context awareness evaluation for the node A is to detect as quick as possible in which A is really embedded. As we explained at the beginning of this section, with a bounded history, even while being in its own community, the intersection of history is not always sufficient for spontaneous interaction. This detection can be established by the gap in the ratio of known nodes over unknown nodes. Known nodes mean here those stored in its history. This ratio may be accurate with few samples. This could be proved analytically using again the birthday paradox.
Conclusion
We have proposed a distributed framework that produces trust assessments based on proved direct experience. Our cross-domain scheme supports a weak authentication process, user anonymity and resists to lots of attacks, especially the Sybil-like one. From this basis, we have designed a trust notation that takes into account a local blacklist process and that is context awareness. Finally, we have conducted experiments which show that this framework is suitable for large communities, the bootstrap phase being not an obstacle and that the blacklist process well prevents trusted nodes from the malicious behavior of some peers. As part of future work, we will investigate the dynamics of our model behavior for some special social cases.
